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A Review on Dowsing and Divining 

Including written information and links to videos to master your dowsing skills. 

-
18th Centmy Dow~er 



Dowsing/ Divining 

"A dowsing tool is simply a read-out, interface or communication device. It is controlled through or by 

your subconscious, or something of that nature. Everyone can dowse but like most procedures, it will take 

practice and experience to be good at it. You can train your Subconscious to use many types of tools or 

devices. Professional dowsers use different kinds of dowsing tools. L ROD, Y ROD, Pendulum and the 

Bobber are the basic tools of dowsing. Dowsing devices come in all sizes, shapes and, materials and many 

dowsers have their favorites tools that work well for them." 

Dowsing appears to have arisen in the context of Renaissance magic in Germany, and it remains popular 

among believers in "Forteana" or "radiesthesia" . In fact, dowsing is the ancient art of finding water. 

minerals and other objects that seem to have a natural magnetic or other unknown energy. 

"A forked rod, or branch of tree, that in the hands of certain people is said to indicate, by means of 

spasmodic movements of varying intensity, the presence of water and minerals under-ground. 

Traditionally the rod is of hazel wood and V-shaped and the ends are held by the operator. Other materials 

such as right-angle wire rods are claimed to be equally effective. Diviners claim that under the effect of 

"rhabdic force," the rod twists or revolves when the operator passes over underground water or minerals. 

The term rhabdic derives from the Greek for rod." 

"Depending on what the dowser desires to find he may hold a bottle of water, a piece of metal, an empty 

tube (in searching for caverns), or a personal object (for a corpse in water) in his hand." 

Further reading: 

https:// en. wikiped ia .org/wik i/Dowsi ng 

http://www.encyclopedia.com/topic/divining rod.aspx 

https://lettertorobin. wordpress.com/a bout/ 

As translated from one preface of the Kassel experiments. "roughly 10,000 active dowsers in Germany alone can 

generate a conservatively-estimated annual revenue of more than 100 million DM (US$50 million)". GWUP-Psi

Tests 2004: Keine Million Dollar fOr PSI-Fahigkeiten (in German) and English version 



Using the Rod 

1. Make certain that your thumb knuckles are pressed lightly against the handles when dowsing.

Practice walking over the long length of the target cord several times with a relaxed body and mind.

2. If you are still having problems obtaining a dowsing signal, try thinking of a 'positive/happy' event

and put a smile on yourface, and then dowse the long length of the target cord.

3. If you continue to have no success obtaining a dowsing signal, then stand at one end of the target

cord and verbally address the rods ..... "Rods, {'cross' or, 'divert') when I walk over the target 

cord" ...... then dowse the long length of the target cord. 

4. If you continue to have no success obtaining a dowsing signal, then call it quits for a while. Try again

later when you are relaxed and rested (and hopefully not frustrated!) and repeat the above

suggestions.

Please visit http://dowsefiles.info/FileThree.html for more useful tips. 

Mastering Dowsing 

If you want to master your dowsing skills, I definitely recommend visiting these online sources. I spent 

hours finding useful information on the internet so you don't have to spend so much time doing the same. 

Simply type these links in your internet browser and enjoy watching videos. You can also type and search 

the titles on Youtube.com; These are great for inspiration. 

Water Dowsing Expert Jack Coel Proves Skill (on TV news) 

goo.gl/kqXEiK < Don't forget the capital letters! 

Ground Water Search by l rod Dowsing 

goo.gl/JkRneH < Don't forget the capital letters! 

Ground Water Search by L rod Dowsing 

goo.gl/4LhAOZ < Don't forget the capital letters! 

Peter Taylor down to earth water dowsing part 1 

goo.gl/tG3HkL < Don't forget the capital letters/ 

Peter Taylor down to earth water dowsing part 2 

goo.gl/JplBFV < Don't forget the capital letters! 

Peter Taylor down to earth water dowsing part 3 

goo.gl/LSmNmU < Don't forget the capital letters! 

Dowsing with L Rods by Michele Fitzgerald (2parts) 

goo.gl/02AvlG < Don't forget the capital letters! 




